PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONIUM: THREE INSTRUMENTS,
THREE SONORITIES, ONE TECHNIQUE
by Annikka Konttori-Gustafsson and Jan Lehtola

The works recorded on this album are rather rare, having been composed or transcribed
for the unusual combination of piano and harmonium. Why should a composer opt to
bring two very different keyboard instruments together as a duo? The answer can be
found by taking a closer look at the co-existence of piano, organ and harmonium. The
technique required to play each of them did not differ enormously in the Romantic era,
and in the nineteenth century in particular students were taught to play the organ in the
same way as they were the piano. The reason may lie in the fact that many of the major
composers of organ music of the time, such as Brahms, Franck, Liszt, Mendelssohn,
Saint-Saëns and Schumann, were also first-class pianists. The piano influenced not
only organists’ technique but organ-building as a whole. The works of these pianistcomposers posed new challenges in the organ loft, and various aids were devised to
make playing organs as effortless as playing the piano: the organ keys, for example,
were enlarged until they soon resembled those of the piano.
The Romantic era also fostered interest in the harmonium; it was an inexpensive
instrument and added variety to music-making in the home. Easy to carry about
and capable of producing a range of timbres, it also enjoyed a career as a concert
instrument that, though brief, was rich in repertoire. Many important composers
wrote for it, among them Berlioz, Boëllmann, Dvořák, Franck, Karg-Elert, Vierne
and Widor. Together with the piano, the harmonium was an excellent alternative
to a small ensemble or an orchestra, as Rossini proved in his Petite Messe Solennelle.1
We used organ rather than harmonium in this recording since in Finland there are virtually no harmoniums of the special
construction required, such as the French model of the instrument or the Kunstharmonium (‘art harmonium’) favoured by
Karg-Elert. And although organ and harmonium are basically similar, there is an effect on the music itself: the sighing element
resulting from the air-feed to the harmonium is missing entirely.
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In nineteenth-century France, as a result of three revolutions, the bourgeoisie
had become a significant and influential element in the economy but without any real
political power. The revolutions had been aimed at the three institutions governing
society: the church, the aristocracy and the monarchy. During the Baroque era, the organ,
which had enjoyed considerable nationwide status from the Middle Ages onwards,
had also acquired prominence in the church. The tide nevertheless turned with the
revolutions: thousands of organs were destroyed and their pipes used as raw material
for the war industry, thus precipitating the demise of the instrument in French musical
life until the rise of the ‘symphonic’ organ later in the century; and the phenomenal rise
in the popularity of the piano reinforced the eclipse of the organ.
But from 1850 onwards, the bourgeoisie grew politically stronger and its behaviour
increasingly aristocratic. The organ acquired a novel status in middle-class circles, for
it bolstered the new regime, and bourgeois families began to acquire chamber organs
of their own – and not only in France: in Finland, for example, Amos Andersson, a
notable Finnish businessman, had an organ built in his domestic chapel in the centre
of Helsinki in 1926; and two masters of the golden age of Finnish art – the painter
Akseli Gallén-Kallela and the sculptor Emil Wikström– likewise had chamber organs
installed in their studios. But not everyone could afford even a small chamber organ,
and so some middle-class homes made do with a harmonium instead. That was why
many prominent composers, Sibelius among them, wrote chamber music for piano and
harmonium. The demand for harmoniums became so strong that the leading organbuilders, such as Cavaillé-Coll and Merklin in France, spotted a business opportunity
and began producing harmoniums for use in homes and schools. This surge in
interest yielded works by front-line contemporary composers of some very interesting
repertoire, not only solo pieces for harmonium but also duos for piano and harmonium.
The composers who furnished this repertoire included Saint-Saëns, Widor and Eugène
Gigout, who designed their works specifically to suit middle-class taste.
In parallel with these domestic trends, the rise of urban culture brought with
it the installation of concert organs in concert halls and theatres across Europe and
America, and so the public combination of the piano and the organ in duo mirrored the
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more intimate domestic alliance of piano and harmonium. Although it is now largely
forgotten, a large and original repertoire for piano and organ was amassed during the
twentieth century, led by such master-composers as Marcel Dupré and Jean Langlais in
France, Clifford Demerest in the USA and Flor Peeters in Belgium.
Sibelius, Karg-Elert and the Organ and Harmonium
Sibelius began writing for harmonium very early in his composing career. He produced
the Andante cantabile in E flat major, js30b 21 , after a visit by his family to Israel
Sucksdorff, a cousin of Jean’s father, in Loviisa in 1887. The salon of the Sucksdorff home
was graced by both a piano and a harmonium. The piece is dedicated to Sucksdorff ’s
wife, Betty, and to Elise Majander, a family friend. At around this time Sibelius also
composed his G minor quartet for violin, cello, harmonium and piano, js158, and
likewise dedicated it to Betty Sucksdorff.
Alongside his better-known orchestral works, he produced a large volume of what
he called ‘bread-and-butter’ pieces for the piano so as to provide a living for his family,
and they came to occupy an important position in his output. But it was not until after
1925 that Sibelius began to compose for the organ. He wrote an Intrada in 1925 to
mark a visit to Helsinki by the King and Queen of Sweden, to which he then joined a
Preludium and Postludium intended for a five-movement suite that was never finished.
Surusoitto (‘Funeral Music’) was written in 1931 for the funeral of his dear friend Akseli
Gallén-Kallela and is based on material from the Eighth Symphony. (In 1931 Surusoitto
was published with the Intrada as Op. 111; the other two completed movements of the
Suite appeared in print only in 2001.) He likewise returned to the harmonium later in
life: his Musique Religieuse (also known as Masonic Ritual Music), Op. 113, is a suite
begun in 1926. The ten pieces in the original suite (he added two more in 1948 – the very
last music he wrote) include two for solo harmonium, and the songs in the suite have
harmonium accompaniment.
Sibelius wrote Pelléas and Mélisande in 1905 to a commission from the Swedish
Theatre in Helsinki to accompany a production of Maurice Maeterlinck’s play. First
performed in 1893, the play is an iconic example of symbolism, and its strange
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atmosphere and dialogue exploring the nebulous regions of the human mind would
inspire many composers, Debussy, Fauré and Schoenberg among them. Sibelius
conducted the first performance of his incidental music and prepared an orchestral suite
of nine of the ten movements from the original incidental music, published in 1905; the
next year Sibelius made a piano transcription of eight of those movements,2 and the
German composer Sigfrid Karg-Elert very soon transcribed them for harmonium and
piano 1 – 8 .
The plot of the play is distantly related to the mythological dramas of Wagner’s
operas. In Allemonde, the imaginary kingdom of shadows and memories, Prince Golaud
gets lost while out hunting in the forest and there encounters Princess Mélisande, who
is also lost. He falls in love with her at first sight, takes her to his castle and marries her.
But her life in the castle is not a happy one, and she finds consolation in the person of
Golaud’s younger brother Pelléas, with whom she falls in love. The triangular drama
reaches its climax when the jealous Golaud stabs Pelléas to death. Mélisande flees but
is soon discovered. A few days later, mysteriously, she dies. She has finally found peace.
Sibelius’ incidental music combines his Romantic style with hints of a more
Classical idiom that would later occupy a prominent role in his music. The expression
ranges from architectonic grandeur and salon music via Impressionism to funereal
lamentation. Karg-Elert’s transcription is a fine example of his own art, but it testifies
also to the adaptability of Sibelius’ music. The transparent yet broad and rich soundpalette blends beautifully with the orchestral sounds of the organ. Why Karg-Elert
should have decided to make a transcription is not known, but he obviously grasped
the chamber-music quality of the orchestral score, and he may well have suspected it
would satisfy a demand, especially among domestic music-makers – and, of course, the
publisher, too, may have had a part in it. Whatever the cause, the version recorded here
is, most surprisingly, almost unknown, in Finland as everywhere else – even Sibelius
scholars merely mention this arrangement in their writings about the organ music.
At that time composers received no royalties for arrangements of their music made by other hands. For example, the many
arrangements of Sibelius’ Valse triste made its publishers a small fortune, but Sibelius himself was remunerated only for the piano
and string-orchestral versions that he undertook himself.
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It may be that our concert in Tapiola Church in Helsinki on 24 August 2010 was its
Finnish, perhaps its world, premiere.
Sigfrid Karg-Elert (1877–1933) studied at the Leipzig Conservatoire, where his
teachers included Salomon Jadassohn and Carl Reinecke. Encouraged by Edvard Grieg,
he decided to dedicate himself to composition and, after meeting the Berlin publisher
Carl Simon, he developed an interest in the harmonium. He produced a large number
of impressive pieces for the harmonium, some of which, on the advice of the Dresden
organ virtuoso Paul Homeyer, he transcribed for the organ. He thus became fascinated
by the world of the organ, as a result of which he composed a good 200 works for it,
from 1909 onwards. In 1919 he was appointed Professor of Theory and Composition
at the Leipzig Conservatoire. The cultural climate in nationalist Germany was not quite
as receptive to his music as were some other countries, not least France and England:
some of his highly Impressionist works enjoyed more popularity abroad than in his
homeland. The impulsive Karg-Elert had a striking ability to absorb ideas, and his music
shows a concomitant range of expression: he could write Regerian symphonic chorales
that appealed to German audiences, but his Impressionist pieces (such as the Three
Impressions, Op. 72) go further in that direction than, say, the music of Louis Vierne,
and there’s even a touch of jazz in the (organ) Symphony in F sharp minor, Op. 143.
In addition to composing and teaching, Karg-Elert was a recognised harmonium
virtuoso, specialising above all in the Kunstharmonium, an instrument appreciated
especially for its expressive sound. It was also able to bring out the melody line above
the rest of the texture. Karg-Elert composed some dozen-and-a-half pieces for solo
harmonium3 and three collections for piano and harmonium, two of which are recorded
here. He would perform his pieces at his own recitals, and perhaps for this very reason
they were probably intended primarily for concert rather than home use. Karg-Elert’s
stylistic openness meant that he was easily influenced, and so his music often bears echoes of
other composers. An example is the hint of Grieg in the ’Quasi Minuetto’ movement 18
of the suite Silhouetten, Op. 29, written in 1906; one of its folksong-like themes bears the
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It took Johannes Matthias Michel, on the CPO label, five CDs to record them all.
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comment ‘nach einer skandinavischen Volksweise’ (‘after a Scandinavian folk-tune’). In
style, Silhouetten is a series of Romantic miniatures, of salon-music songs-without-words.
The harmonium here is more accompanist than soloist, the piano taking the leading
part with its broad keyboard chords. The harmonium does, admittedly, often have the
honour of introducing themes in simple unison, as in the movements ‘Cantilene’ 14 and
‘Berceuse mignonne’ 17 . The ‘Alte Tanzweise’ 16 and ‘Tempo di Ballo’ 19 are, by contrast,
virtuoso instrumental dialogues. The ‘Aubade’ 15 and closing ‘Scherzino’ 20 present
metaphorical mood-painting: ‘Aubade’ bears the subtitle ‘Morgenständchen’ (‘Morning
Serenade’); and the pastoral tones and rapidly shifting moods of the ‘Scherzino’ are
perhaps the most inventive music ever written for this combination of instruments.
The suite Poesien, Op. 35, written in 1906–7, is more demanding stylistically and
in character ties in with the symbolist world of Sibelius’ incidental music to Pelléas and
Mélisande. The longest movement, ‘In memoriam’ 9 , opens the suite like a flashback
to a funeral, and at the same time, as it were, picks up the story of Sibelius’ ‘Death
of Mélisande’ 8 . The intimate harmony of piano and harmonium here acts as a foil
to the exchanges in the second movement, ‘Dialog’ 10 . The central panel of the five,
‘Epigramm’ 11 , bears a motto from a poem by Gustav Falke that Karg-Elert had already
set for voice and piano, as the fourth of his Schlichte Weisen (Lieder im Volkston), Op. 12,
in 1901–2:
Immer bleibst du lieblich mir
Immer hold im Herzen,
Immer brennen heilig hier
Dir geweihte Kerzen;

You are always lovely to me,
Always kind in your heart,
Sacred candles consecrated to you
Still burn here;

Breiten um dein Angesicht
Einen frommen Schimmer,
Und so bleibst du, reines Licht,
Eigen mein – für immer!

Spreading around your face
A pious glimmer,
And so you remain, pure light,
Mine own – forever!

The final two movements, ‘Parabel’ 12 and ‘Ideale’ 13 , and clearly reflect Richard Strauss
and Alexander Skryabin in their harmonies and rapid shifts of mood.
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Annikka Konttori-Gustafsson studied with Izumi Tateno
at the Sibelius Academy and with Klaus Schilde at the
Hochschule für Musik Detmold and Hochschule der
Künste Berlin. She obtained an artistic doctorate on the
music of Olivier Messiaen at the Sibelius Academy in 2001.
Outside her native Finland she has appeared as a
soloist, chamber musician and Lied pianist in Denmark,
Estonia, Germany, Iceland, Italy, Russia, Sweden,
Switzerland and the United States, performing a wealth of
Finnish music and of French twentieth-century repertoire.
She has made radio recordings in Finland and Switzerland,
and her discography includes music by Kazuo Fukushima
(works for solo piano and duo with the flautist Liisa
Ruoho), Messiaen’s song-cycle Harawi (with Tuula-Marja
Tuomela), organ-piano duos (with Jan Lehtola) and vocal
and piano music by Ernest Pingoud.
As university lecturer in piano and doctoral studies at the Sibelius Academy, Annikka
Konttori-Gustafsson’s duties include teaching at the DocMus doctoral school, supervising
doctoral students and giving seminars. She has also given Lied courses and piano master-classes
in Finland and Germany.

Jan Lehtola often works with composers and has given more than 150 world and regional
premieres. He was the Artistic Director of the Organo Novo Festival in Helsinki in 2007–16
and Chairman of the Finnish Organum Society in 2009–14. He has recorded for the Finnish
Broadcasting Company (YLE) and can be heard on more than 30 commercial recordings, one
of them an album of the complete album music of William Humphreys Dayas for Toccata
Classics, released on tocc 0285.
He studied the organ in Helsinki (with Olli Porthan and Kari Jussila), in Amsterdam (with
Jacques van Oortrmerssen and Jean Boyer), Stuttgart (with Ludger Lohmann), Lyon (with Louis
Robilliard) and Paris (with Naji Hakim). He graduated from the Church Music Department of
the Sibelius Academy, gaining his diploma with distinction in 1998. In 2000 he gave his Sibelius
Academy debut recital in Kallio Church, Helsinki, and in 2005 received a Doctorate for his
dissertation on Oskar Merikanto as a transmitter of European influences to Finland. He is a
Lecturer in Organ Music in the Sibelius Academy. He is also active as a lecturer and a teacher of
master-classes. For further information, please visit www.janlehtola.com.
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The Organ in Sovituksenkirkko, Hollola, Finland (2013)
Organ-builder: Veikko Virtanen Oy
I C–g3
Borduna 16’
Principal 8’
Flûte harmonique 8’
Gamba 8’
Gedacht 8’
Octava 4’
Flûte octaviante 4’
Qvinta 3’
Octava 2’
Mixtur 3-4f
Trumpet 8’

Pedal C–f ’1
Violon 16’
Subbass 16’
Violoncello 8’
Bourdon 8’
Octava 4’
Bassun 16’
Trumpet 8’
I/P, II/P, II/I, I 4’, II 16’

II C–g3
Salicional 8’
Röhrflöjt 8’
Flöjt amabile 8’
Voix céleste 8’
Gamba 4’
Flute d’echo 2’
Flageolette 2’
Fagot-Oboe 8’
Tremulant
Photo: Antti Pohjola
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SIGFRID KARG-ELERT Music for Piano and Organ
SIBELIUS
Pelléas and Mélisande, Op. 46 (1905)*
Music to Maurice Maeterlinck’s play,
transcribed for harmonium and piano by Sigfrid Karg-Elert (1905)
1 I
At the Castle Gate
2 II
Mélisande
3 III
A Spring in the Park
4 IV
The Three Blind Sisters
5 V
Pastorale
6 VI
Mélisande at the Spinning Wheel
7 VII
Entr’acte
8 VIII The Death of Mélisande
KARG-ELERT
Poesien, Op. 35 (1906–7)*
9 No. 1 In memoriam
10 No. 2 Dialog
11 No. 3 Epigramm
12 No. 4 Parabel
13 No. 5 Ideale
Silhouetten, Op. 29 (1906)*
14 No. 1 Cantilene (Schlichte Weise)
15 No. 2 Aubade (Morgenständchen)
16 No. 3 Alte Tanzweise
17 No. 4 Berceuse mignonne (Wiegenliedchen)
18 No. 5 Quasi Minuetto
19 No. 6 Tempo di Ballo
20 No. 7 Scherzino
SIBELIUS
21 Andante cantabile, JS30b (1887)

Annikka Konttori-Gustafsson, piano
Jan Lehtola, organ of the Sovituksenkirkko, Hollola, Finland
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